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NATF Redacted Operating Experience Report
Human Performance – Breaker Trip Due to Panel Vibration

About NATF Redacted Operating Experience (OE) Reports
North American Transmission Forum (NATF) operating experience reports highlight positive or negative
transmission (reliability or resiliency) experiences worth sharing for learning opportunities or potential trending.
The overall goal is to help each other learn without experiencing the same issues first-hand. This sharing
originates confidentially within the NATF membership.
Redacted operating experience reports are posted on the NATF public website to allow the NATF and its
members to more broadly share information, especially safety-related alerts and learnings, with contractors and
other utilities to benefit the industry at large.
The NATF member company that submitted the initial restricted distribution OE report for this topic/event has
approved the NATF to issue this redacted OE report.
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Topic
Breaker Trip Due to Panel Vibration

Description
A 345 kV breaker tripped at a substation while a crew was performing relay panel demolition work inside the
control building as part of an ongoing 345 kV line relay replacement project. At the time of the trip, a crew
member was utilizing a grinding tool to cut a C-shaped steel channel and ground bar at the base between relay
panels (to make space for a new pre-wired panel). During the cutting work, a control center dispatcher called to
inform the crew that a 345 kV breaker tripped. The crew immediately stopped all work activities to investigate.
After investigating the cause of the trip, the crew found a breaker relay target located on the adjacent panel to
where the cutting was taking place. With no other relay targets, the crew determined that the vibration of the
grinder being used to cut the channel and ground bar caused the relay contacts to close and trip the breaker.

Lessons Learned
1. Alternative work methods that do not involve cutting or drilling on relay panels should be used
whenever possible.
2. Alternative cutting methods (e.g., plasma cutter, torch, etc.) were discussed, and it was decided to
not use these tools because of the additional hazards they would create.
3. If there are no alternatives to performing a work activity on a relay panel that will cause vibration,
relays that are susceptible to vibration need to be identified and removed from service and/or an
outage needs to be taken to avoid an unintended operation.

Actions Taken
Corrective Actions Taken
1. An “INFO Sheet” switching control was obtained to remove the relay from service to finish the
installation of the new pre-wired panel.

Corrective Actions Planned
1. Perform a vibration risk assessment (identifying sensitive relaying) as part of the job briefing when
performing grinding/cutting work.
2. Once sensitive relaying is identified, determine if risk exposure can be removed and/or minimized (take
relaying out of service or take equipment outage).
3. Discuss event and communicate lessons learned at the next weekly safety / human performance
meeting.

Extent of Condition
N/A
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